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Abstract  
 

Immobile Techniques and complier design recovery functionality has many applications in computing systems, 

from speculation recovery in modern microprocessors to fault recovery in high-reliability systems. Advanced 

systems mostly recover using checkpoints. However, checkpoints introduce overheads, add complexity, and 

often save more state than necessary. This paper develops a novel compiler technique to recover program state 

without the overheads of explicit checkpoints. The technique breaks programs into idempotent regions—regions 

that can be freely re-executed—which allows recovery without check pointed state. Leveraging the property of 

idempotence, recovery can be obtained by simple re-execution. We develop static analysis techniques to 

construct these regions and demonstrate low overheads and large region sizes for an LLVM-based 

implementation. Across a set of diverse benchmark suites, we construct idempotent regions close in size to those 

that could be obtained with perfect runtime information. Although the resulting code runs more slowly, typical 

performance overheads are in the range of just 3-13%. The paradigm of executing entire programs as a series of 

idempotent regions we call idempotent processing, and it has many applications in computer systems. As a 

concrete example, we demonstrate it applied to the problem of compiler-automated hardware fault recovery. In 

comparison to two other state-of-the-art techniques, redundant execution and checkpoint-logging, our 

idempotent processing technique outperforms both by over few percent. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

The elimination of redundant or unnecessary computation by the compiler can be a highly effective 

optimization, particularly in modern systems, because it both reduces execution latency as well as power and 

energy use. Compilers traditionally eliminate statically redundant code with techniques such as dead code 

elimination. Techniques to remove dynamically redundant code have been proposed, (e.g., automatic 

memorization but the cost of checking redundancy of the inputs scales with the size of the inputs themselves. 

This paper presents new compiler techniques to remove dynamically redundant code, with costs that are 

independent of the data structure sizes, allowing code and data regions of unlimited size to be easily exploited. 

This optimization leverages the data-triggered threads (DTT) programming and execution model [21], which 

has been shown to improve application performance by exploiting parallelism and eliminating redundant 

computation. Instead of generating threads based on control flow like traditional execution models, the DTT 

model spawns a thread when specific memory contents change. The dataflow like thread generation brings two 

primary advantages to the DTT model. First, computation that depends on the changed data can execute in 

parallel immediately. Second, computation that depends on untouched or unchanged data does not need to 
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execute (as a prior execution is still valid). The previous work shows that the effect of eliminating unnecessary, 

dynamically redundant computation can be especially powerful. 

 
(a) The original application (b) DTT execution model 

 

CDIP can work with either hardware support for DTT or the software-only implementation .To maximize 

generality, in this paper we demonstrate CDIP running on top of the software infrastructure on existing 

hardware. To evaluate the performance of CDIP, we implement the proposed profiling and compilation methods 

using LLVM [12]. The compiled applications use a DTT runtime system similar to the software DTT 

infrastructure described in [23]. We achieve 11% average performance improvement over serial SPEC2000 

benchmarks with profile assisted CDIP. With the help of a thresholding mechanism in the runtime system which 

has the ability to dynamically disable DTT for particular triggers, CDIP without profile data can still achieve a 

10% average performance gain. The success of the non-profiling approach comes from the fact that our 

algorithm for identifying DTT regions has a high tendency to select code that is redundant. This paper makes 

several contributions. It demonstrates that the automatically generated data-triggered threads can achieve nearly 

the same level of performance improvement as careful human coding. It describes an analysis framework that 

identifies potential code regions for applying data-triggered threads. It presents algorithms for automatically 

composing support thread functions. It demonstrates that the algorithms for selecting regions for DTT formation 

also serve as an accurate static predictor of redundant computation. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

provides an overview of the DTT model, the underlying runtime system, and the algorithm for detecting 

idempotence. Section 3 discusses other related work. Section 4 details the design of our compilation framework. 

Section 5 describes the design of profile-assisted CDIP, which specifically targets redundant computation. 

Section 6 presents our experimental methodology. 

 

2. Design of CDIP  

 

This section describes the CDIP compiler framework. Creating data triggered threads requires the following 

steps: (1) identifying potential DTT Regions in the existing code, (2) composing support thread functions and 

shippable regions from each candidate DTT region, and (3) inserting tutors at each data trigger and generating 

the code for the DTT runtime system. We will discuss each step in turn. We will initially discuss the algorithms 

for the case where there is no profiler-generated input. We will then describe the additional steps that would be 

required when the profile data (about data redundancy) is available. Our compiler framework is built on top of 

LLVM 3.0 [12]. CDIP accepts C/C++ source code and compiles the program into LLVM bitcode. The LLVM 

bitcode has a one-to-one mapping to the LLVM intermediate representation. After transforming the LLVM 

bitcode with DTT runtime support, LLVM generates the x86 machine code. 

 

3. Identifying potential DTT Regions  

 

The first step of the CDIP framework is to find regions in the original program code that could be transformed 

into support threads. We will call these DTT Regions. Once selected, a DTT region will serve as a template to 

create both the support thread and the associated skippable region. Selecting DTT regions involves the 

following steps. Throughout this process we maintain a list of candidate regions until the final set of regions are 

selected. (1) Identify idempotent regions. Create a list of single-entry, single-exit regions that are idempotent. 
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These regions may overlap with other regions in the list. (2) Test for name dependence. Remove from the list 

any region with a possible WAR or WAW data race with surrounding code. (3) Select DTT regions. Select the 

largest regions and remove from the list any region that overlaps the selecting region. 

 

 

4. Inserting tstores 

 

The DTT model triggers support thread execution when selected memory content changes. Therefore, the 

compiler needs to identify the store instructions associated with data triggers so that they can be replaced with 

tstores. For each support thread, CDIP will find all the potential stores that can trigger that thread. CDIP applies 

the same approach that we use to discover the producers of inputs of a candidate code region in Section 4.1. 

Because CDIP transforms all the inputs of a support thread function into global variables or memory addresses 

(Section 4.2), all producers of the support thread function are store instructions at this phase. CDIP replaces 

these with tstore function calls (or tstore instructions if we have hardware support) that check and update 

memory contents. We also use the basic alias analysis infrastructure in LLVM to identify memory 

dependencies. If the target of a store instruction is a mustalias, may-alias, or partial alias to an input of the 

support thread function, CDIP will replace the store instructions with tstore function calls or instructions. It 

should be noted that poor aliasing could inflate the overhead of CDIP by inducing unnecessary tstores and 

spurious support threads (because the code is idempotent, there is no correctness issue, only performance). 

However, we did not encounter this issue in any of our programs. In some cases, a basic block can contain 

several tstores for the same support thread function. Triggering all these support thread events is often 

unnecessary and can potentially result in performance slowdown and energy waste. To minimize the overhead, 

we introduced a tstore invalidate function in the DTT runtime system. Unlike the conventional tstore function, 

the tstore invalidate function compares and updates the memory content but only invalidates the state variable 

when the function detects a change of memory content. The tstore invalidate function will then set a flag in the 

state variable, so the last tstore function will trigger a support thread event even if the memory content that the 

last tstore compares remains the same — this is a slight change to the implementation of tstore from prior work. 

This works when either the triggering addresses are statically the same, or the support thread is independent of 

the triggering address (the latter is a common case for our statically-generated data-triggered threads; see the 

ammp code from Figure 2 as an example). In these cases, CDIP replaces all the tstore function calls with tstore 

invalidate except for the very last one in the basic block. As a result, the basic block can only trigger one event 

to the same support thread function each time it executes. 

 

 

5. Discussion of CDIP without profiling  

 

Perhaps most interesting, however, are the results in Figure 5 for the no-profile results. First, we see that 

thresholding is more important for the no-profile results than the profiled results – again, this is expected 

because the noprofile results apply no compile-time filter and must rely more heavily on the runtime filter. 

Second, we observe that the no-profile results, with thresholding, achieve a 10% overall gain, only slightly 

below the profile-assisted result (and as we’ll see in a following section, competitive with previous hand-coded 

results). This is not an expected result, that we lose little performance by ignoring extensive information about 

the redundance of computation. Table 2 helps illuminate this phenomenon. It describes the percentage of stores 

that are silent, both for the total application, and for the code that is selected to be placed in data-triggered 

threads (for the case where our algorithms do not use any profile information). In many cases, we see a dramatic 

difference in the likelihood of computation being redundant (as indicated by the silent stores) in the selected 

code vs. the remaining code. It turns out that our algorithms for selecting DTT regions are a highly effective 

static predictor of redundant code.  
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Table 2. The percentage of silent stores in DTT regions selected by CDIP (without pro- filing), compared to the 

percentage of silent stores in all code. 

 

CDIP a potential DTT region that is composed of a few loads, some computation that depends on those loads, 

and ends in one or more stores. If all of the loads are redundant, the stores will be silent. Our selection criteria 

(namely idempotence and name dependence) tend to filter out loads unlikely to be redundant. Idempotent 

regions are those where the loads do not depend on the region itself. The name dependence analysis filters out 

regions with loads that depend on the surrounding code (anywhere between the trigger and the skippable 

region). Thus, a region is only selected if there are no stores to the loaded data anywhere in the nearby, 

reachable code (either within or outside the DTT region itself). Thus, it is not surprising that the selected loads 

are much less likely to be written to, and the stores that depend on those loads are far more likely to be silent. As 

a result, by selecting only DTT regions with minimal interactions with surrounding code, our DTT region 

selection criteria also doubles as an effective static predictor of redundance. Therefore, in many cases, the 

carefully collected profile data serves only to confirm the identification of the redundant regions. 

 

6. Runtime system overheads  

 

In this work, we evaluate the performance of the proposed compiler framework using a runtime system 

assuming no special hardware support. The runtime must detect trigger-induced changes to memory and manage 

the support threads. To evaluate these costs, we implement a runtime system that performs memory change 

detection and most of the thread management features except that the runtime system does not actually generate 

the support thread and does not skip any computation. Thus, it experiences almost all of the overhead and none 

of the benefits. To separate the effect of additional global variables that CDIP adds to store inputs for skippable 

regions and communication between the main thread and support threads, we also evaluated the performance of 

non-DTT version binaries using these global variables. When using profile-assisted CDIP, the overhead of our 

runtime system is 1.4% on average. The runtime system overhead is low because only a fraction of all stores are 

associated with data triggers, and only those stores experience the tstore overhead (and then possibly generate 

thread management overheads). Take gcc as an example, when the silent store cutoff is 80%, only 0.5% of 

stores are tstores. However, when the silent store cutoff is less than 20%, the number of tstores increases by 5X 

and results in signifi- cant overhead in comparing the values and managing the threads. For benchmarks where 

CDIP inserts many tstore or tstore invalidate calls, like gcc, the performance degradation can be large. For 

example, gcc suffers a 44% performance degradation. The additional global variables added by CDIP only 

incurs another 0.2% of performance degradation because profile-assisted CDIP only creates a limited number of 

skippable regions and support thread functions within the code. In the absence of profile data (CDIP), the 

compiler is much more liberal in generating support thread functions, resulting in more stores being identified as 

data triggers, as well. In that case, the runtime system overhead results. 
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7. Conclusions  

 

This paper presents a compiler framework which can automatically generate binaries which identify 

dynamically redundant code and bypass the redundant computation. It generates data-triggered thread 

executables from existing conventional source code. The CDIP binary runs on top of a software runtime system. 

The compiler framework allows a set of serial applications from SPEC2000 to be sped up by 11% on average 

for the SPEC benchmarks (as high as 57%), without any code modification and no hardware support. The result 

for the PARSEC benchmarks is even higher. Energy efficiency gains are even greater, since most of the 

performance gains come from not doing work. A key insight of this work is that idempotence and name 

dependence analysis becomes a highly effective static filter for redundant code identification, rendering 

profiling unnecessary. 
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